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The Story So Far

Hundreds of years ago, upon the death of his father,
Arthur Pendragon draws forth the legendary sword from
the stone and officially takes his place as king of a
leaderless Britain. His armies, with the help of his chosen
Knights of the Round Table and the arcane talents of the
great Merlin, soon establish an Arthurian kingdom 
embodying honor, love, and the knightly virtues. The
mystical Isle of Avalon and its representative, the Lady
of the Lake, validate Arthur’s kingdom by providing him
with Excalibur, a sword of ancient British sovereignty.

Though his throne is secure, Arthur’s court of Camelot
is beset by troubles. His knights grow restless, fighting
and wenching to sate their boredom. Sir Lancelot, his
most revered knight, and Guinevere, the queen consort,
are unable to renounce their secret love for one another.
Arthur’s half-sister, Morgan le Fay, discovers the affair
but is banished from the court, consumed with revenge
and a desire to expose the queen’s secret. 

A vision of a holy chalice inspires the knights to labor
in a glorious quest, providing exploits and adventures
for all who dare seek it. In time, however, the end of the
grail quest and the return of Lancelot
bring trouble back to Camelot. Merlin
disappears, having been imprisoned by his
lover and apprentice, Nimue. The queen’s
adultery is exposed, fracturing the court
and beginning the war between Arthur
and Lancelot. 

Arthur leaves Camelot in the care of 
Mordred, son of Morgan, but the treacherous
knight claims both throne and queen. Arthur
returns and slays Mordred, but suffers a
mortal blow. Excalibur is returned to the
Lady of the Lake, and Arthur’s body is
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borne to Avalon. Someday, the last knight is told, the
“once and future king” will return to aid his people in
the hour of their greatest need. At least, that is what my
books tell me.

In my time, centuries later, King Arthur is
no more than a fairy tale; magic is absent
from the land. Massively sprawling cities are
ruled by corporations with amoral concerns,
paying little heed to the weakened and 
privatized governments. Chivalry, valor, and

honor are outdated concepts that no longer have a place
in the corporate order. 

Citizens are defined by their place in the corporate 
hierarchy and the power and possessions such standing
brings. Persons convicted of non-violent crimes work off
their sentences for a corporate benefactor, becoming
wage-slaves with no possessions, housed in cramped 
capsule hotels. A simple citywide virtual intelligence 
provides ‘net access to all, though each corporate 
district possesses its own complex V.I. for planning,
scheduling and predicting markets even while it 
monitors district traffic, corporate sabotage, and illegal
freelancing over a vast network of closed-circuit vids.

Recent vid records contain footage of a naked 
scientist wandering the streets, waving a kitchen knife
and ranting in an unknown language. Private security
quickly subdues and relocates this worker to an 
unknown location. Within hours, a freelance courier 
follows in a similar manner. The next day’s e-news sheet
reports that a luxcar driver suffered a sudden onset of
identity disorder and crashed his vehicle on Chargeway
One. His wealth keeps him in private care and out of the
public eye, as it does for the CEO whom shareholders
claim collapsed after a religious experience  in the
midst of a virtual meeting. 
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More weeks pass, and The City shows little outward
change. Zeroes and drones still hurry along the streets
to their jobs, while the Badges monitor surveillance 
cameras and follow up on any crimes the Suits pay them
to investigate. Runners carry illegal messages and 
sensitive items, delivering them to Radical citizens who
long for a return to the days of old. Hackers build the
networks, manipulating data for a mega-corp paycheck
while creating secret ‘back doors’ and customizations of
their own. Thinkers still work day and night in heavily
secured laboratories, hoping to pursue private research
while appeasing the stockholders.

Yet, change has come, though few people realize it.
Video footage of inhuman creatures and walking corpses
now appears too often to be dismissed, even by the most
hardheaded Badges. Victims of recent mental trauma
vanish from their sickbeds, only to be sighted later 
carrying archaic weapons and speaking of honor and
chivalry. In the laboratories, Thinkers experiment with
strange new energy sources, making what was formerly
impossible now quite probable indeed. Hackers tentatively
probe the front lines of battle against newly living 
energies and virtual intelligences, and the men and
women who once merely dabbled in the arcane arts are
amazed to find that their spells actually work.

Why did it take me so long to see what was happening
around me? Perhaps I was blind, too secure with my
warm bed, cheap fatty foods, and free ‘net access. Years
ago, when Journos were true reporters who did more
than forward corporate-scrubbed newspeak to the public, 
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questions might have been asked, facts correlated, and
secrets revealed. Perhaps I would have learned the truth
more quickly – but perhaps not. After all, who would have
believed that the forces of extradimensional Chaos (what
we call magic) have returned to the world? I still find it
incredible, though I believe it is true. Magic is no mere
fiction; it simply faded with the rise of the scientific
method, manifesting now to a world unprepared.

The mega-corporations and their masters, unwitting
servants of Order, claim these manifestations are  
“fluctuations of energy caused by cosmic radiation 
particles hitting weak areas of the upper atmosphere, 
creating sporadic energy displays and, in rare cases, 
mutations,” though most of us just call it “the Flux.”

Sadly, even those who witness the Flux firsthand may
be too easily persuaded (or bought) to believe in a 
rational explanation. How deeply did I question the Flux
when it brought my wife back to me, seem-
ingly whole but for her need of frequent
blood infusions? I gladly acccepted
whatever pseudo-science excuse she
offered, and blinded myself to the
reality until... until it was too late.

They came last night to take her away.
Surprisingly gentle, some of them, though
they bore the authority of the Knightwatch.
In battle, however, they betray their 
nature, wielding the Flux as easily as
their swords. She fought, you see, and I
thought (hoped?) she would prevail –
but it was not to be. In the end, all
they could do for me was tell me the
truth: about the King, and the Flux, and
their role in the coming war. It was
cold comfort, but at least it was
something. Perhaps it will be enough.
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The world is slipping into chaos – and it’s all your fault.
As a new Knight of the Round Table in a regimented corporate metropolis, your

mission should be clear-cut: fight for justice, bring freedom to wage-enslaved citizens
and restore the ideals of chivalry and honor. Unfortunately, the rebirth of the knights
also restored the old magics – the primeval forces that once ruled the ancient times
but dwindled and vanished with the rise of science. Now you struggle to hold the line
between the forces of Order and Chaos, each striving to control the other. Your bene-
factor, corporate CEO and reborn knight Sir Lancelot du Lac, provides the means to
combat the obvious threats, but there are other challenging dilemmas to resolve.

Will you ally with rival corporate security forces to face off against magical threats
– or is getting in bed with the enemy too far down the path of corruption? Can you
risk allowing a monster to live – even if an innocent human may lie beneath its horrific
shape? Can you trust that your allies are not fallen knights, corrupted to throw in
with the corporations or forces of chaos? Can you fully support Lancelot in his role of
a corporate CEO and assist him in taking morally ambiguous actions to maintain his
power base – or will you take a stand and weaken him in the eyes of the other ruling
corporations? The choices are yours.

You can also decide what adventures you want to have in Corporia. Do you want
your Knightwatch team to focus on reconaissance and gunplay alone? Or would you
prefer your characters to be department heads, balancing their time between battling
the extremes of Order and Chaos, handling the all-too-real threats of corporate espi-
onage, lawsuits from injured mutates, and other red tape entanglements? Whatever
you decide works for you and your friends is just what you should do.

And speaking of how things work, I’ve placed each chapter into an order that I
think flows well for both experienced role-players and new readers. You’ll start with
the basic rules, move on to character creation, then specialize your character further
with assets and equipment. Next, you’ll get the history of the setting and a guide to
The City, ending with the game mastery chapter. In addition, I’ve added section guides
at the start of each chapter, a comprehensive index, and incorporated color into the
design so you can read more effectively. For example, chapter tables and sections often
appear in certain color schemes that should help you get where you’re going a little
more easily. After all, this book was made to be used.

Now let’s get to it – the future awaits!

MARK PLEMMONS
CHICAGO, IL

INTRODUCTION
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Corporia is a tabletop role-playing game set in ‘The City’, a future metropolis ruled
by an alliance of powerful mega-corporations. Players take on the roles of members of
the Knightwatch, a small team of individuals with supernatural abilities who make
up the elite special operations unit of the Watchman private security company, under
the auspices of its mega-corporate entity Valyant and mysterious Chief Executive Of-
ficer Lance Martin. The Knightwatch resolve extreme incidents involving manifesta-
tions of Chaos magic (aka the Flux) that regular officers are unable to handle,
including mutated humans, monsters from other dimensions, and corporate Flux ex-
periments gone wrong. 

All members of the Knightwatch have been hand-picked from individuals touched
by the Flux, ironically gaining their supernatural abilities from the very force that
also transforms innocent citizens into dangerous mutants and provides fascinating
new resources for the mega-corps to exploit. Exactly how a knight’s powers manifest
depends on the individual’s personality, social caste, and profession. For instance, sol-
diers often become stronger and faster, executives gain influence and mettle, hackers
discover they can transfer their minds into computers to battle Flux-infused virtual
life, creative thinkers find themselves able to cast magical spells, and so on. An indi-
vidual might even awake with memories and skills (and obligations!) from a former
life as a knight in King Arthur’s court. You’ll define your character’s background, per-
sonality, and abilites in the character creation process beginning in Chapter 2: Human
Resources.

Because public knowledge of your character’s abilities could lead to him or her
being hunted down by cryptids, criminals, and rival mega-corporate research teams,
the Knightwatch is usually a character’s only family. Thus, how your characters in-
teract with each other is as much a part of the Corporia experience as combat, if not
moreso.  For example, not every character may agree on the correct action to take
when a child insists on protecting her ‘imaginary friend’ or when a doctor starts steal-
ing from the blood bank to support his wife’s newly-acquired vampirism. Your char-
acters’ decisions are as equally valid a way to provide conflict as are the threats of
monsters, rogue Virtual Intelligences, and greedy corporate overlords. It’s all about
role-playing.

KNIGHTWATCH OPERATIONS
Your team is answerable to the Chief Executive Officer Lance Martin, his personal
assistant Vivienne Morrow, and Chief Operations Officer Kenneth Bridgeman – the
awakened reincarnations of Lancelot, Nimue, and Perceval, respectively. Another key
character is the Master Eye Registrar and Logistical Intelligence Network (aka
M.E.R.L.I.N.). This corporate Artificial Intelligence appears in three forms: as the
seemingly normal in-company guide and business directory hologram, as a digitized
face on monitor screens, and as a powerful avatar in virtual space.

When Vivienne/Nimue receives a prophetic vision, or M.E.R.L.I.N. detects spikes
of Flux activity, they dispatch the Knightwatch to eliminate the threat. Once complete,
a Watchman private security team arrives to clean up the scene and acquire any (liv-
ing or dead) specimens and magical materials. A Knightwatch team may also be sent
on other types of missions (such as covert or diplomatic) against rival corporations
and private security firms. They may even encounter threats while off-duty.

Knights receive free room and board in Watchman headquarters beneath the sky-
scraper nicknamed ‘Watchman Keep’ plus initial training and a limited selection of
equipment (due to citywide arms restrictions). They can improve and expand on this
as they gain experience, and can purchase or scavenge additional firearms, magical
relics, and other special items.

THE KNIGHTWATCH
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Chapter 1: The Basics introduces readers to the Knightwatch, the secret special op-
erations team that all player characters belong to, then explains the concept of role-
playing games and how to use the book, before diving into the basic rules. 

CHARACTER ATTRIBUTES
Character abilities are defined primarily by Core Values and Skills. 

CORE VALUES include Strength (STR), Deftness (DFT), Mettle (MTL), Knowledge
(KNO), Wits (WIT), and Magick (MGK). These are expressed as a number, typically
from 1 to 6.  A ‘normal’ person has only 1 or 2 in each of the first five core values and
none in MGK, while particularly strong, intelligent, or otherwise talented individuals
(such as members of the Knightwatch) might have 3 or better in multiple Core Values.
These are rated from 1 to 4 initially.

SKILLS are abilities learned from life experience, such as Crime, Firearms, Instinct,
Science, and Sorcery. These are expressed as a number, usually ranging from 0 (since
a character need not have points in every skill) to 6. For instance, a character with a
military background or personal interest in firearms might start with 3 points in
Firearms but 0 points in Science: Biology. Each skill is associated with a specific core
value, such as Fisticuffs (STR) and Sorcery (MGK). 

Skills include Athletics, Business, Crime, Firearms, Fisticuffs, Getting Medieval,
Humanities, Influence, Instinct, Sciences, Sorcery, Valor, and Witchcraft. The four
Humanities, Sciences, Sorcery, and Witchcraft skills feature specialty disciplines like
Art, Computers, Metamorph, and Spiritism. Each Skill is rated as a number and re-
lated to a Core Value, such as Athletics (DFT) and Influence (WIT). No starting skill
can be greater than its associated Core Value +1. The Valor skill can’t be bought, but
may be improved or reduced as the character encounters unnatural horrors.

THE FLUX
Whenever the rules refer to FLUX DICE, it means a roll of
2d6 where you keep the highest result and drop the low-
est. This so-called ‘Flux’ is the effect of the magical Chaos
now pervading the world. Fortunately, your character is
more in tune with the Flux than most, and able to exercise
a measure of control over it (i.e., being able to instinctively
choose the most favorable result).

FLUX POINTS are a further measure of your character’s
ability to manipulate the Flux. During games, you can
earn and spend Flux Points (FP) to alter events. In be-
tween game sessions, FP can be used to increase Core Val-
ues or improve a Skill. (See ‘Traits’ on preview page 10.)

USING ABILITIES
Successful ability checks are determined by adding an appropriate [Core Value + Skill]
to the highest result from the Flux Dice (a 2d6 roll) to achieve a Target Number or
beat an enemy’s opposed check. An ‘average’ Target Number is 7. You can 'critical' a
roll by rolling a 6 on a d6 and adding it to the running total. If you beat a Target Num-
ber or opposed check by 5 or more points, you get a raise, increasing the degree of suc-
cess. If both dice result in a 6, both also become criticals and get added together. You
can also ‘tie’ or ‘crash.’

BASIC RULES

TARGET NUMBERS

DIFFICULTY TN
SIMPLE .................3
EASY ....................5
AVERAGE .............7
DIFFICULT............9
HARD.................11
INCREDIBLE ........13
HEROIC ..............15
EPIC....................17
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COMBAT
Combat occurs in rounds with each character getting one turn per round. A turn is
defined as 10 seconds, and includes either one Move action and one Attack action or
two Move actions. Characters with the best initiative [WIT + Instinct] go first. Char-
acters can move at various speeds determined by the Athletics skill rank, and can at-
tack with various combinations of STR, DFT, Firearms, Fisticuffs, and Getting
Medieval or (for spellcasters) MGK, Sorcery or Witchcraft, and various spells. Defense
occurs similarly, often using [DFT + Athletics].

Assuming a hit occurs, simply glancing at the Flux Dice result shows the Hit Lo-
cation (assuming the character didn’t already make a ‘called shot.’) Head shots deal
double damage. Damage that exceeds both the character’s armor and MTL causes a
wound and a -1 penalty to associated actions. Wound penalties apply after the combat
in which they’re received, not during. This avoids the so-called ‘death spiral’ where a
wounded character finds it increasingly harder to act and thus also increasingly likely
to fail. 

A player character heals one wound and its associated penalties every 24 hours
without need of medical attention, thanks to the Flux energies within him. For ex-
ample, a character with three wounds heals the first one after 24 hours, the second
after 48 hours, and the third after 72 hours. Certain spells and medical devices can
speed the healing process. There is also a range of rules for weapon skill, ‘social com-
bat,’ breaking and entering, chases, falling, fire, illumination, poison, and more.

SAMPLE ATTACK ACTIONS

CAST A SORCERY SPELL..............................................MGK + SORCERY DISCIPLINE

CAST A WITCHCRAFT SPELL ......................................MGK + WITCHCRAFT DISCIPLINE

FIRE RANGED WEAPON (PISTOL, WAND, ETC.) .........DFT + FIREARMS

UNARMED ATTACK (PUNCH, KICK, ETC.) ..................STR + FISTICUFFS

USE MELEE WEAPON (AXE, BAT, SWORD, ETC.) ........STR + GETTING MEDIEVAL

CP9
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CHARACTER CREATION
Chapter 2: Human Resources details character creation. Although reincarnated
Knights-Errant are a central focus of the game, you aren’t required to play one. You
can play a modern human who finds he (or she, of course) has gained supernatural
abilities. Just be sure to create a character that interests you, and one that can work
with other characters. Cooperation is key – if you want your character to survive.

ARCHETYPES
You can base your character off any one of 13
character archetypes, including the Badge,
Hacker, Headhunter, Journo, Lister, Radical,
Runner, Suit, Thinker, Zero, or a special
Witcher, Sorcerer, or reincarnated Knight-Er-
rant that can be combined with most other ar-
chetypes. Each archetype includes detailed
information about that archetype’s typical
backgrounds, signs and personality traits,
names, looks, roles, key core values and skills,
assets, augments, and inspirations (examples
from books, television, and other media).

TRAITS
After choosing an archetype, you’ll determine your character’s personality Traits. Each
character has three public traits that anyone might notice (like Pacifist, Shy, or Stub-
born), and one private trait kept secret by the player (like Will Betray Friends for
Power). You can create traits yourself or choose from a detailed list based on astrolog-
ical signs. In addition to fleshing out your character, you can use traits to earn abil-
ity-improving Flux Points. These serve as ‘point buy’ currency for ability bonuses and
character improvement after each game session. In general, all that’s required is for
the player or Director to say that a particular trait could come into play, then barter
for the number of Flux Points it would take for the character to exhibit that trait.

CORE COMPETENCIES
Now it’s time to get into the numbers. Start by choosing the character’s Core Compe-
tency – in other words, whether to be Touched, Gifted, or Fluxed. Touched have strong
abilities but no supernatural assets. The Fluxed have strong supernatural assets but
are poorest in abilities. Gifted characters are in-between, with decent abilities and
minor supernatural assets. Each Core Competency provides a different distribution
of character points to spend on Core Values, Skills, General Assets, and Supernatural
Assets. (Core Values and Skills appear on page 8 of this preview.)

SELECT TOUCHED, GIFTED, OR FLUXED CHARACTER POINT TOTALS

CORE GENERAL SUPERNATURAL

VALUES SKILLS ASSETS ASSETS

TOUCHED 14 20 10 0
GIFTED 12 17 10 5
FLUXED 10 14 10 10
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ASSETS
Chapter 3: Assets details a variety of talents, backgrounds, and supernatural abilities
like Funding, Hack, Lady Luck, Network, and Spellcaster. Each archetype also gets
a special discount on an associated Asset, such as Weapon Master for Headhunters,
Detective for Badges, or Street Fighter for Drones. This chapter is key reading for
characters who want to play Hackers, Sorcerers, or Witchers.

The Hack asset includes typical Target Numbers for breaching the security of var-
ious electronic devices, and the supernatural ‘NT3RF4C3’ asset allows a Hacker to
send his consciousness into virtual worlds and bring his allies’ minds along.

The Spellcaster asset is required for characters who want to wield magic. Aside
from detailing how spellcasting works, this section also includes a corporate report
that provides sample spells for each of the eight spell disciplines (i.e., MGK sub-skills).
Sorcerers can cast Holography, Kinesis, Metamorph, and Technomancy, while Witch-
ers utilize Charm, Elemental, Perception, and Spiritism. Witchers can cast Sorcery
spells, and Sorcerers can cast Witchcraft spells, but against a higher Target Number.
Both types of spellcasters can also use wands as magical firearms and spell boosters,
but Witchers are limited to wooden wands and Sorcerers to artificial materials.

EQUIPMENT
Chapter 4: Expenses provides the starting equipment package that each character
receives, and explains simplified encumbrance, discount equipment, jurisdiction, and
cover-ups. Much of this chapter is formatted as an underground magazine reviewing
the weapons, armor, biotech augments, drugs, wands, and other available items.

Characters must have a minimum ‘Getting Medieval’ or ‘Firearms’ skill to use these
weapons effectively. Otherwise, you’ll suffer the difference between the requirement
and your actual skill level as a penalty to Attack.

If your Flux Dice roll on a Firearms attack results in doubles (1s, 2s, 3s, etc.), roll
the weapon’s Reload Die. On a ‘1’, your weapon is out of ammo, jammed, or overheated.
You can reload, unjam, or cool down a weapon by spending a Move or Attack action.
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IT IS A WORLD LIKE OUR OWN, BUT DIFFERENT. IT IS A GLIMPSE INTO THE
FUTURE, OR PERHAPS AN ALTERNATE UNIVERSE WHERE HISTORY TAKES A
DIFFERENT TURN. IT IS THE SETTING OF THE CORPORIA ROLE-PLAYING GAME. 

ITS NAME IS UNIMPORTANT, BE IT ARCADIA, ILIUM, OR EVEN A REAL-WORLD
LOCALE LIKE NEW YORK, TOKYO, OR LONDON. ITS INHABITANTS MERELY CALL
IT... THE CITY.

Chapter 5: The City begins with the history of how the world fell under mega-corpo-
rate dominance, provides details on current govern-
ment and law enforcement, society, religion,
technology, and how Chaos magics (aka ‘The Flux’)
affect people’s lives.

The rest of the chapter is structured as a visitor’s
guide to The City, providing travel tips, a district
map, a page of detail on each of the 19 districts, and
information about the 18 mega-corporations of the
ruling corporate alliance.

CP12
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Chapter 6: Game Mastery provides useful hints on generating plots, structuring
adventures, and designing NPCs and cryptids, as well as behind the scenes game
management, special combat rules, and corporate secrets. It also includes several
d100 charts for quickly defining businesses, NPCs, and NPC personalities. 

Six adventures are included, each with an overarching meta-plot option to link
them together and provide long-term story ideas. The sixth adventure is designed
as a campaign ender (or at least a serious shakeup), with its outcome depending
heavily on how the player characters handled the five previous adventures. 

The chapter concludes with details and statistics for various allies and enemies.
First appear the four leading officers in charge of the Knightwatch (Lancelot, Nimue,
Percival, and M.E.R.L.I.N.), followed by key figures in the forces of Chaos and Order. 

Next come 16 cryptids (mutated humans, virtual life, and monsters) shown, plus
information on 25 special cryptid Assets
that can be used to increase their threat
levels. 

Wrapping up the chapter is a section
on Relics, with famous artifacts like Ex-
calibur and the Holy Grail, and less-
known ones like the Fortune Stone and
the Siege Perilous. Each item provides its
wielder with temporary Flux Points as
well as innate bonuses. Furthermore,
their magical nature combined with the
chaos of the Flux means that they may re-
tain their original shape or even appear in a modern guise!

Appendices include an index, quick character generation guide, a listing of ref-
erences that helped inspire Corporia, and a character sheet designed as a Knight-
watch employee data form (the latter appears on the following page).
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Watchman Private Security Department
Covert Operations and Special Tactics [Knightwatch] 

Valyant No. 2045-138; Classified

Form V-9, Employee
Data Verification

1. Employee Information (All sections to be verified by Knightwatch Director at the time employment begins.)

Last Name First Name M.I. Alias (if any) Reincarnate (Y/N)

Description Hair Color Eye Color Sex (M/F) Concept

Traits Sign

Assets Core Competency (Flux level)

Augments REPP FP

2. Core Values and Skills

STR Fisticuffs 

Getting Medieval

DFT Athletics

Firearms

MTL Valor (current)

Valor (min.)

KNO Business

Crime

Humanities

Antiques

Arts

History

Language

Music

Religion

Sciences

Biology

Chemistry

Computer

Mechanical

Medicine

Physics

Psychology

WIT Influence

Instinct

MGK Sorcery

Holography

Kinesis

Metamorph

Technomancy

Witchcraft

Charm

Elemental

Perception

Spiritism

4. Weapon Loadout (List personal weapons plus any from the employee package provided.)

Weapon
Attack 
Mods

Attack
Total

Base 
Damage

+ Damage
Mods

Base
Range

Reload

5. Personal Protective Equipment (Add Base Def only once when calculating Defense total.)

Defense Mods DR Melee DR Hi-Velocity DR Energy Casting

Armor

Shield

Other

TOTALS

3. Base Fitness Ratings

Initiative
Unarmed

Attack
Melee
Attack

Melee
Defense

Ranged
Attack

Throw
(base ft.)

vs. Physical
spell

vs. Mental
spell

Walk Jog Run Sprint Long Jump High Jump Climb Swim

Notes

Hit Locations
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